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Your wife is going to leave you because she thinks she can do
better. How do you react?
August 13, 2016 | 21 upvotes | by weakandsensitive

Personally - if my wife thinks she can do better and wants to try, I'm going to wish her well.
Let's see how well people are internalizing being a value giver, abundance mentality, and outcome
independence.
My basic premise is this - why would I want to chase someone who doesn't want to be with me?
Obviously there's no takesies backsies for her.
I wonder how many of you guys will be pissed off because you'll feel betrayed.
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Comments

onmyownpath • 28 points • 13 August, 2016 04:09 AM 

Part of me would be a bit sad. I mean, she is my wife.

The rest of me would be happy. I fucked a lot of women before her and I loved every single minute of it. I'm a
successful guy - I can take care of myself.

I would never get married again. RedPill all the way for life.

And when I am old, die with a smile on my face after plating half the nursing home.

[deleted] • 13 points • 13 August, 2016 05:10 AM 

I would never get married again. ……...die with a smile on my face after plating half the nursing home.

Yes +1

[deleted] • 4 points • 13 August, 2016 06:08 PM 

Fuck plating the nursing home. I'll be paying to get 18 year old 'visitors' to the nursing home.

Persaeus • 1 point • 14 August, 2016 05:35 PM 

The parade of black clad alpha widows at your funeral viewing would be epic , + another 1

Dartex • 2 points • 14 August, 2016 07:50 PM 

Something like this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GukNjYQZW8s

Persaeus • 1 point • 15 August, 2016 12:31 AM 

Lol , luv me some Ramstein

[deleted] • 12 points • 13 August, 2016 02:37 PM 

This is a great post. It's exactly how I reached OI about her. I decided to not give a fuck and if she threatened this
(and she did), to tell her exactly that: "If you really think you can do better, go ahead." She stayed.

[deleted] • 4 points • 14 August, 2016 02:42 AM 

Ha, there is something special when a former groveling husband shows his woman the door of she isn't
happy.

[deleted] • 12 points • 14 August, 2016 02:40 AM 

"You have seemed unhappy lately, I totally understand. I've really enjoyed the time we had together and I wish
you all the best"

[deleted] • 9 points • 13 August, 2016 04:54 AM* 

I think there might be two scenarios:

Scenario One: She thinks she could do better.

First thought, my ego says better than me? That's gonna hurt like a punch in the gut, and I am certain I would
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feel betrayed, at first.

I would then be doing some careful inward reflection and make sure I have my shit together.

Then the final step would be to let it go. Might take some time cause I like her, but life goes on.

Scenario Two: She decides she would be happier alone than with me. As a post-wall mature woman, this could
be a real choice/option for her.

I have trouble thinking that she would prefer being a cat-lady and/or ride the CC rather than(edit) being with
me. But if she did, that would not just hurt, it would leave a mark.

I don't think this would make me angry, or feel betrayed, more like blindsided.

Again, reflection, then acceptance, and move on.

I am used to being the one that always creates change. So any of the above would be mostly new, and difficult
territory for me.

Otherwise, I love change, as long as I am the one that creates it.

Edit: In this state I can have her divorce completed in 60 days. AND Never break back into jail.

[deleted] • 5 points • 13 August, 2016 11:49 PM* 

I have a couple female friends at work who have done scenario 2. Their husbands weren't adding value to
their lives and they bailed. In one case I know the husband was never home and had a shitty entry-level job.
Both have kids both are post-wall. They're successful women and were the primary breadwinners.

They aren't becoming cat women, but aren't planning on getting married again. In fact, both are successfully
riding the CC again. It's rather redpill-esque in their treatment of men. They won't commit, one has a couple
male plates, and dominate the relationships they have

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 11:53 PM 

Thanks, I left that out. Just edited my post.

IASGame • 2 points • 15 August, 2016 10:47 AM 

Are they happy now? Will they still be happy in 10 years time? When their kids leave the house?

druganswer • 1 points • 13 August, 2016 06:55 PM [recovered]

Otherwise, I love change, as long as I am the one that creates it.

Ego.

Also, scenario 1 is very AWALT due to hypergamy. Scenario 2 is a rare case... Maybe I'm not old enough to
think a woman would just resign from the SMP. I see them saying it, but I don't see them being able to resist
the tingles.

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 09:30 PM 

Otherwise, I love change, as long as I am the one that creates it. Ego.

Ego, probably, but that is the way it is for me and I OWN IT completely.

You are correct, you may not be old enough to grasp Scenario Two, I am.
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iloveairplane • 11 points • 13 August, 2016 04:57 AM 

Personally, I would rather she leave if she thinks she can do better, than stick around while thinking she could do
better! So I guess I would thank her for packing her bags.

hypergamous • 10 points • 13 August, 2016 07:30 PM 

This was not a hypothetical question, it's what I let happen to my marriage.

When it first happened, I thought it happened to me. As time progressed and I learned more about this
community I realized I let it happen to myself.

Years later I realize she did me a favor and I was able to reset my life and lead from the front. Yes, she traded in
for a different relationship.

Now from a distance I can see how she was looking for a softer provider that would comfort her needs as she
aged into the middle part of her life.

What a gift it was, it gave me room to be honest to myself. She left at a low when I was rebuilding and not the
person she met when I was at a peak.

Now more refined and experienced, I do not wait for women to show their nature, I expect it.

Build, lift, lead and love yourself first.

I left, traveled and chose to rebuild in Los Angeles and learn about women without sex. Removing it from the
relationship forced me to see them for their nature.

Would I even care and love women while choosing to not have sex with them? It was a great lesson and worth
the time.

Seeing women beyond their bodies and choosing to see their nature is the power in the relationship. That when
you are building your life, following your mission and leading yourself, women will follow beside you.

That's what I learned while spending time alone and rebuilding. If a woman was not willing to respect and
follow my leadership with zero dollars, no vehicle, and a failed business - then she will not follow when the
opposite is true.

Now that the tides have shifted it makes it extremely easy to choose the type of woman I want beside me.

If she is not submitting to you, it's because you are not worth following. Harsh words, but worth internalizing.

Respect and love to all of those that have shared their wisdom and guidance into this community. Thank you for
setting the foundation for the future of other men who choose to lead.

ford_contour • 6 points • 13 August, 2016 10:15 PM 

This thread reeks of pointless machismo.

Doesn't matter how I feel about an event, it matters how I act.

[deleted] • 6 points • 13 August, 2016 11:11 AM 

Love it - guys preach stoicism and downvote the very first negative visualization that each of them should have
done.

chief_slap_ahoe • 5 points • 13 August, 2016 12:09 PM 

First thought.

She may think she can find better than me. I know I can find better. Wish her well. The house and all is mine
from before her.
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Aechzen • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 05:45 PM 

Do you guys have a pre-nup? Unless you have a contract to the contrary, that house is becoming hers the
longer you are married.

chief_slap_ahoe • 4 points • 13 August, 2016 06:06 PM 

Not in my state. Bought before the marriage is mine.

red-pill-man • 4 points • 13 August, 2016 01:18 PM 

I would do the same. Don't let the door hit ya in the ass on the way out. No turning back either. I'm not your Plan
B.

Aechzen • 6 points • 13 August, 2016 05:40 PM 

Honestly, my wife is post-wall and about forty pounds heavier than her days when she was pulling easy alpha
dick. She's not 19 anymore.

But there are different kinds of 'better'.

If she wanted to marry a beta-ized corporate lawyer who made serious bank, and she could find her libido long
enough to get a ring, I can imagine her doing better in that regard.

I would ask for at least half custody of the kids, because honestly I think I do a better job with them she does.
I've done multiple week-long dad-solo stints, and she has not. She once made it four and a half days while I had
a work trip, and she bitched before and after about how hard it was, and convinced me to trim down the number
of days.

I'd want an ironclad agreement about where the kids are going to school. Right now both kids are in public
schools, but she was private school all the way from kindergarten through grad school; I'm not paying private
tuition on top of alimony and child support. Would like to split the savings and debt down the middle, but that's
probably not a realistic outcome. Just would want an assurance she would not get a permanent hunk of my
income just to piss it away on a school that's not better than what they already have for nearly free.

BluepillProfessor • 5 points • 13 August, 2016 06:04 PM 

Close friend was given this question recently.

He filed for divorce and decided he could do better than her.

A_Rex • 4 points • 13 August, 2016 04:18 AM 

You made it to easy by saying "if she thinks she can do better". If that's her attitude, I'd laugh and say "good
luck"!

Because she can't do better.

Would be a little sad and nostalgic. I'd probably think about that from time to time when I'm not busy fucking
women 10 years younger than her.

Would miss seeing my daughter everyday, but that'd be out of my hands, and I'd make the best of it.

weakandsensitive • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 04:21 AM 

You made it to easy by saying "if she thinks she can do better"

True. But if she doesn't think she can do better, why else would she leave?

[deleted] • 3 points • 13 August, 2016 12:42 PM 
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She thinks you Will do better or are doing better / or your ass is so busy being RPRambo that you make
her hurt too much.

No one says its logical

redstripedanimal • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 02:09 PM 

your ass is so busy being RPRambo that you make her hurt too much

Second this.

kjvlv • 5 points • 13 August, 2016 08:32 PM 

Hold the door and say good bye. As she is climbing in the van, tell her to remember that the saying "the good
ones are all taken" is accurate and she just left a good one.

Then,, when she comes back. never ever, ever take her back. Before I was married my now wife left me twice to
try and upgrade. both times she found out they were cheating ass holes. I mistakenly took her back. Should have
gone like the wind

redearththeory • 3 points • 13 August, 2016 01:39 PM 

If I could be assured sufficient access to my kids, and my wife was leaving without a fight, I'd throw a fucking
party. I'd have so much fun being this affluent, this age and single in this city. I add so much more value to her
life than she adds to mine.

SnickeringBear • 3 points • 13 August, 2016 09:51 PM* 

I'll pack her suitcase cause the sooner it is packed the sooner she is gone.

Note, did this once when the ex threatened to leave. I grabbed a suitcase and started tossing her clothes in it.

ChiefDragginCanoe • 2 points • 14 August, 2016 02:26 PM 

What's even better is to show them how happy you are that they are leaving. She'll probably comment on
how "you seem happy I'm leaving". Just agree and amplify.

Persaeus • 3 points • 15 August, 2016 03:04 AM 

LOGISTICS is the only thing that comes to mind. As in how fast can I sell this house.

Having already met with lawyers I have my divorce proposal ready to go and just hand it to her stating I hope we
can work together in the future towards the best interest of our children. Almost a year ago when I got
ILYBIANILWY she also made a veiled divorce threat . I will never be threatened again .

I found this post intriguing as a mental construct. I tried imaging my response to my wife telling me she found a
better man. I tried hard but cannot find any fucks to give. More than anything I am curious to meet this man. Call
it irrational confidence but I find it laughable that my wife could do better than me.

Early in my adopting TRP , I reviewed sociological studies of later divorced couples. The general conclusion is
that men do very well in all facets and women fair much more poorly . As an early form of dread I shared these
studies with wife I shared these studies . I know.........demonstrate don't explicate , but it was early and it had an
impact on her. I have not brought this stuff up for over 7 months now. So in the last month she starts bringing up
how she has learned that divorced men my age can only find younger women with kids; and she knows I don't
want round 2 of kids . Yesterday was the third time this came up after I A&A a shit test by telling her she had
bring value or she might get Next'ed. She went with the single mommies tripe. I then told her just because she
would need a relationship that I did not and I could pump and dump single moms forever. She STFU
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My answer to your question is I know my value and give ZERO fucks what she does . At this point , she needs
to start checking her value.

bala-key • 1 point • 15 August, 2016 08:14 AM 

Early in my adopting TRP , I reviewed sociological studies of later divorced couples. The general
conclusion is that men do very well in all facets and women fair much more poorly . As an early form of
dread I shared these studies with wife I shared these studies.

Do you have a link?

Persaeus • 2 points • 15 August, 2016 01:17 PM 

http://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/general/divorce.pdf

Best one here , use your Google fu for others

UEMcGill • 3 points • 16 August, 2016 05:42 PM 

This is an interesting mental exercise on the surface. 99% of the time it's a bluff. Treat like an epic shit test or
comfort test.

The nature of a woman is she's a covert communicator. She will spend years withdrawing, treating you like shit
and sabotaging the marriage (cheating or other things) or branch swing out before you even have a chance.

I've had a few friends divorce. Not one was told it was coming. Women aren't chivalrous. You'll never see it
coming.

[deleted] • 2 points • 16 August, 2016 05:52 PM 

which makes me laugh. When you suggest that to a guy in here, they look at you like you have 3 fucking
heads.

Hey bro, notice every girl does this? Welcome to the game, thems the rules now.

UEMcGill • 3 points • 16 August, 2016 06:01 PM 

Women think like women; don't hate a snake for its nature, or try to make women think like men.

I've come to love my wife for that nature. My mistake was always trying not too.

[deleted] • 2 points • 16 August, 2016 06:15 PM 

I don't even take it that far. As a strategy, not vocalizing your every move is clearly the winning play
when dropping papers. They have successfully been doing it for decades.

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 12:39 PM 

Yea no doubt i would be hurt. At this point if she left it would be out of a stated feeling of not being good
enough.

I'd obviously let her go... I've been done chasing a long time now. Will I be vindictive ? It kind of depends on the
situation. If she does unreasonable crap- yea I'm going to use all of my resources to protect myself

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 01:52 PM 

At this point in my life i'd be relieved. My concerns would be money and the children. I'd want custody.

idreamofkitty • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 06:40 PM 
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This is sort of a catch 22.

If you are concerned about her leaving because she can do better then she probably can do better and your worry
supports her view.

On the other hand, if you don't give a shit if she thinks she can do better (whether or not she actually can) her
view is not reinforced and she will more likely think you are the best she can do.

evilkenevil • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 07:54 PM 

Let her the fuck go but take this moment to get your house in order. Contact a lawyer. Learn your rights.

ChiefDragginCanoe • 2 points • 14 August, 2016 02:09 PM 

I would thank her, wish her well, and offer to help her pack so she can gtfo faster. She's no longer of any value
to you. I definitely don't have time to chase or beg her to stay. There's 3.5 billion other women on this planet and
I have lots of fucking left to do.

bala-key • 2 points • 15 August, 2016 08:18 AM 

Your wife is going to leave you because she thinks she can do better. How do you react?

On the one hand it would be a punch in the gut.

OTOH I've been drilling for this exact scenario for a loooong time. 80% of my efforts were preparing for single
life.

It would also make our situation and history very clear. I honestly don't know if our marriage is worth saving. I
think about this a lot and it's not an easy call. She checking out would make things suddenly crystal clear, which
is a huge positive.

Never marrying again.

[deleted] • 2 points • 16 August, 2016 03:34 PM* 

It'd be terrible. There'd be a period of doubt, anger, self loathing, fear. I'd swing between optimism and
hopelessness. After some period of time, it'd get easier. I'd make the choice to continue improving rather than be
destroyed by a woman. Optimism would win out, and eventually I'd make a nice life out of it.

Dang, what I meant to say was, I'd tell that hoe to go so I could go bang hoes.

Oneitis is a symptom, not the disease.

A fish on the hook is not chasing the rod and reel.

spexer • 2 points • 16 August, 2016 08:29 PM 

My basic premise is this - why would I want to chase someone who doesn't want to be with me

Because the chase is awesome fun.

Because we men love the hunt.

Because we want challenges so we improve.

[deleted] • 2 points • 16 August, 2016 11:23 PM 

Agree and amplify. You've found some chump to take you off my back? Finally!

screechhater • 3 points • 13 August, 2016 11:08 AM* 

Funny part of this question for me I s when the main event went down in our house she screamed "All you want
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me for is sex all the time ". I was in Monk mode for three weeks and then she screamed "no one will be having
sex with my body again" and proceeded to tell me she could better and she was leaving me and the kids. I very
calmly told her she could leave when then youngest was 18 and graduated high school and that it might be a
little tough while dating to find the guy with his "cock permanently duct taped to his leg". I then yawned and
told her I was going to the gym. And, "while I am there I will start seeking your replacement that can live in one
of my other houses. 'Course she will need to be in shape so that I can pretend it's you and hate fuck her ...... ".
Yawned again and left with her mouth wide open and shocked of a life time look.

When you get to the true IDNGAF and realize you are responsible to do you, and you start to "do you" this
question falls to the side for what it is. Gong through the motions of the work .....

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 04:54 PM 

so how'd it turn out? :-)

4delicioustreats • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 07:41 PM 

I think he's dead.

screechhater • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 08:28 PM 

I have always lead the house and let up 3 years ago while getting my business to the next level. One day I
recognized she was gate keeping and I showed a bit of betaness, which is rare. We went round and round,
didn't take long for me to recognize what was happening I had just found MRP and had been already
changing a few things. My removal of my presence, taking off to the gym 5 nights a week with the 10
year old and letting her handle her car and all the stupid shit was what created the event.

It's in pretty good shape once again. Sometimes when she is tired I get shit like "If you don't respect me
more I am leaving..." I just laugh or ignore, I could give two fucks and she knows it.

She got it in her face @ one of her fund raisers for work recently, she demanded I attend, and I had a
table full of milf's hitting on me and I worked the room, then donated a few hundred dollars for the kids
lunches @ silent auction time, (and not the shit everyone else wanted), causing whiplash of all the bitches
in the entire event, creating a feeding frenzy of the herd literally talking me to death and hubbub in the
room, that so and so's husband actually donated to most important part of the fund raiser. It was not
planned, just like her initiating and fucking me regularly from the dread that caused.

I could give three fucks, I'm too busy doing me.

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 11:50 PM 

"I have always lead the house and let up 3 years ago while getting my business to the next level. One
day I recognized she was gate keeping and I showed a bit of betaness, which is rare. We went round
and round, didn't take long for me to recognize what was happening I had just found MRP and had
been already changing a few things. My removal of my presence, taking off to the gym 5 nights a
week with the 10 year old and letting her handle her car and all the stupid shit was what created the
event."

Ok - So If I read this correctly, you let up on leading 3 years ago, recognized it, then removed
presence+let her handle the car and the stupid shit, and then she blew up.

So you are saying that you punished her bad behavior by removing yourself?

Because I've been focusing on adding value, DHV - which, I think, includes wife has problem (tire
pressure is low, she went to 3 stations and couldn't get it inflated to the right pressure) I reply "I'll
handle it" and take care of it the next day. Is there any way that could be a display of low value? To
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be clear, she did not ask me to do it. She did not insist I do it. We were having a genuine conversation
in a 3rd-date-yes tone.

PS: I've read all the required reading, I assume gate-keeping is information hiding plus making
decisions for you plus insisting/expecting/implying that you need "permission" to make your own
decisions? (Or gatekeeping sex? Not clear)

screechhater • 2 points • 14 August, 2016 03:38 PM* 

"Ok - So If I read this correctly, you let up on leading 3 years ago, recognized it, then removed
presence+let her handle the car and the stupid shit, and then she blew up."

I just let her handle all the shit that she would have to do as single, and let her see how
uncomfortable life can be without me as the leader. She certainly felt the pressure and told me
several times, she was scared. "Scared of what ?" "Why aren't you doing as much ?" "Can you not
see I work 7 days a week sometimes ? What about me ? Do I get 5 minutes ?" She got the point in
a hurry

"So you are saying that you punished her bad behavior by removing yourself?"

Their is no punish in my journey. I removed my presence and I ratcheted up the dread slowly. Her
behavior was way out of line on the dis respectful behavior and so I would confront her with it
and told her her repeatedly I would not tolerate it.

"Because I've been focusing on adding value, DHV - which, I think, includes wife has problem
(tire pressure is low, she went to 3 stations and couldn't get it inflated to the right pressure) I reply
"I'll handle it" and take care of it the next day. Is there any way that could be a display of low
value? To be clear, she did not ask me to do it. She did not insist I do it. We were having a
genuine conversation in a 3rd-date-yes tone."

Stop focusing on adding value, it's a contract, pure and simple. You do you, period.

If you feel it is your place to handle her car as I do in my relationship. then own it and do a great
job. Don't do it for being noticed or keeping score. My house belongs on the cover of Midwest
Living, my vehicle and hers belong on GMC ad's, and I take pride in everything I do including the
great tasting coffee I brew. The man cave and garage is bitchin', but that is me. It would be that
way even without her GOT IT ?

Because we are both married with children, there are many items we need to work on and they
start in a triple edge fashion:

A- better ourselves

B- better our parenting skills

C- Better our relationship with spouse

The rub is, bettering our self in a simple fashion of not playing into others emotions,
(spouse),simply doing what we say what we are going to do, self respect, taking care of our
bodies, minds and happiness leads to improvements that effect the other two points and if we
concentrate on the basics of the other two, they improve the first.

"Gate keeping-" controlling the sex in the relationship Incredibly unhealthy for both parties. Lots
of insight on the web for women speaking out against gate keeping as it drives husbands away
and ultimately leads to the 100% rejection of the wife by the husband because he can become so
callous, eventually the mid life crisis or, cheating or divorce

I have seen a lot of progress in your posts/work and it shows, but your plans this weekend left me
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thoroughly questioning your absorption of the materials. Why did you travel and agree for her to
take the kids to her parents this weekend and you handle a home improvement project ? Do you
not understand, this is irrational ? Pay someone and manage it from a distance or wait until you
have been home for a few days and engage the entire family. You are the provider of income, you
are the man. Act like it. LEAD, DO NOT FOLLOW State to her, "that is not going to work, I
will be home this weekend and I expect you and the kids to be there. Period"

DEAD FUCKING SERIOUS ON THIS- As for your comments of the children not liking
you except the youngest, it needs to stop. You are their father and need to act like it . I
fucking hate seeing parents trying to act like their kids buddies or allowing dis respect or
the whole other paradigm where, they don' like me. Ridiculous, you don't know this You are
DAD for god's sake. You are Alpha to them and the self respect is key. Fix this now or you
are going to have girls with Daddy issues later

You know how I engage my teen daughter that is dating boys ? Teasingly- "quit chasing them,"
and the conversation of the one she broke up with, "We don't dig in our trash" She is fifteen and I
have truly drilled down self respect. I am DAD.

Logistics only with email and text. Life, relationship and self respect are too important to do
over electronics. Face to face conversations on these. stop playing into the hamster

*Last point. quit keeping score of what you do and she doesn't. It is hampering your growth *

[deleted] • 1 point • 14 August, 2016 04:29 PM 

thanks.

By way of explanation - We'd been trying to get a contractor to do this remodeling project for
5 years. Her father's retirement party was this weekend. Getting someone to take the dog was
a pain. I offered to stay home with the dog and let the contractor in.

Should I have told her to skip her dad's retirement party?

Next problem: We planned a one-day vacation in two weeks to a amusement park. She now
tells me she is not comfortable being out with me and "maybe I (wife) will not just take
rachel."

My immediate thought is: That is not acceptable to me. I expect you to come. (She'll refuse,
and I say fine, I'll take the kids).

that's the plan.

I'm hoping she changes her mind in the next week and a half, but I need to do me.

Thoughts?

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 04:19 AM* 

Why would you wonder? That's all basic sidebar material.

I'd be disappointed and sad probably cry for quite a while. She's toast. I don't care what she thinks about me
anymore. No need to put on a show. The actions are prescribed.

Who cares if we feel betrayed? You think you're too manly to feel betrayed?

weakandsensitive • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 04:22 AM 

There's a big difference between parroting what's written on the sidebar and internalizing it.

The question is how many guys would have a negative reaction and how many guys are willing to own up to
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it. In principle, yes - this is very simple. In practice, how many guys see themselves as being amicable versus
vindictive, and are those guys willing to take ownership of it.

Knowing how you "should" act versus acting out of your own accord are very different things.

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 04:25 AM 

Is that even observable? Parrots will say the same things that people who've internalized it will say. It
seems like pure pointless posturing.

But it doesn't matter. An ex's tingles are entirely irrelevant.

weakandsensitive • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 04:27 AM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H9w_XUQyJJQ

Something like that.

[deleted] • 0 points • 13 August, 2016 04:28 AM 

What does that video say?

weakandsensitive • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 04:29 AM 

It's the mark cuban video where he berates skip bayless and his generalities. Most relevant bit
starts at 3 minutes.

[deleted] • -1 points • 13 August, 2016 04:38 AM 

Apparently Cuban is DEERing a bad decision that resulted in a loss saying it was
difficult? Yeah critics suck balls. I take it his team still lost. Not seeing the relevance. You
could say the similar things about people who run around yelling "parrot" or "faggot".

weakandsensitive • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 04:42 AM 

Okay.

Griever114 • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 09:40 PM 

OI is fucking amazing. I would be sad for a little but just use all the extra time to have an even better life.

bogeyd6 • 1 point • 14 August, 2016 12:10 AM 

Pretty low effort post but I will give you the benefit of the doubt and write out the fantasy I have played in my
head many times.

In my MRP journey I have internalized a very important concept. "Sometimes when you bring the thunder, you
get lost in the storm". Which means you turn your whole marriage upside down and sometimes that puts it in the
grave. Not my fault, per se, I could have lived another beta marriage for the next twenty years before the wife
checks out with a bonanza of cash and prizes. Which is why I have improved me, and let her do her.

When she walks out, it will be literally the life I have been planning for however many years it takes. She walks,
I file papers, and complete ghosting from that moment forward. I have too many other things going on in my life
to worry about the one that got away. My real problem will be spinning the plates. We move on and that's that.

IASGame • 1 point • 14 August, 2016 07:51 AM 

I'm 100% with you. I'd genuinely wish her well.
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jcrpta • 1 point • 14 August, 2016 01:07 PM 

I don't think I'd be able to stop laughing for days.

She lives in a world where we're on a fairly even footing. We might have been five years ago, but a series of
events (that I won't discuss here because they'd identify me) have drastically altered that to the point where the
only thing she can bring to the table in a new relationship is her vagina and half the equity in our house. Not
even her uterus; she's adamant about not wanting kids and besides, she's 36.

I would wish her well, find myself a nice little bachelor pad that's easy to look after and within hailing distance
of where I want to work then go chasing after every pretty young thing I could find between the ages of about
20-30.

NolanKnowstheTruth • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 05:02 PM 

I am RP, therefore I know that I choose women, not the other way around. I know she can't do better and know I
can, so I am happy that she is taking her ill-fated journey.

NonNisiTe • -4 points • 13 August, 2016 04:21 AM 

Congrats. Do you want a pat on the back for this post?

This is a low quality/low content post that contributes nothing to the conversation. Why did you post this? Do
you need validation from others? It seems like your mindset is "I have made it. I am such an awesome red pill
man. Look at all this theory I have put into practice... I bet there are a bunch of guys out there who are bigger
pussies than I am. Since I am further ahead than other men I must be something special, right?"

Acta non verba. I do not care what you would do in a hypothetical situation. You can puff your chest and talk
about what you would do but what matters is you actual go out and live it.

All you are doing in this post is repeating MRP catch phrases with no further contribution. All you have done is
repeat something that is mentioned 1,000 times on MRP and make a post out of it. No personal contributions. No
field report. Nothing.

It doesn't matter what other guys feel. Or where other guys are at on the MAP. It doesn't matter that you are
further ahead of some guys or further behind. MRP is like a one player game. You can seek guidance, contribute,
and discuss it with others but ultimately you must succeed on your own.

[deleted] • 3 points • 13 August, 2016 05:01 AM* 

Thank you man. I now understand. OP is a terrible man. Thank you. Please let me validate that you are truly
a man that gets it. Like you said……..

It doesn't matter that you are further ahead of some guys or further behind. MRP is like a one player
game. You can seek guidance, contribute, and discuss it with others but ultimately you must succeed on
your own.

Have a cookie. lol -1

NonNisiTe • -2 points • 13 August, 2016 05:26 AM 

I never claimed that OP is a terrible man or that I am any better in implementing the Red Pill. I am still
unplugging myself.

Most of my criticism of OP is about the lack of content in his post. There are no specifics. No definitions.
Nothing beyond very basic information found on the sidebar. His basic premise "why would I want to
chase someone who doesn't want to be with me? Obviously there's no takesies backsies for her" has been
repeated thousands of times on here. OP is trying to reinvent the wheel here as if it is "his premise". He
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adds nothing to the conversation.

Then he concludes with "I wonder how many of you guys will be pissed off because you'll feel
betrayed." This is nothing beyond a rhetorical question. Does he expect someone to respond by saying...
"Oh Yes. Pick me. I will totally be butt hurt by my wife and be a little pussy about it"?

This, by definition, is a low quality post. OP could have talked about his journey. He could have talked
about the transition he made as he swallowed the pill, any difficulties in internalizing the pill, or any
negative behavior his wife/ltr exhibits, etc. He could have actually posed a question that leads to a
discussion. Instead we get something along the lines of "Well I have made it. I wonder how many of you
are still pussies." Turns everything into a circle jerk as each guy talks about how great he would be in a
hypothetical situation. Hypothetical situations do not matter if they are not implemented. Comparing my
hypothetical response to the hypothetical responses of other people is pretty much worthless.

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 12:47 PM 

The fuck did you add?

It's own your shit time

cdogg75 • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 07:39 PM 

dude, are you on your period? Relax. There are some real responses to this "what if" post. Not every
post needs to be a lesson to learn.

weakandsensitive • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 08:08 PM 

There are some excellent answers in this thread that point towards varying mindsets.

[deleted] • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 11:02 AM 

Why have the Ten Commandments if the Bible explains it more thoroughly in parables?
 
Going from the specific to the general isn't the only way to convey information. Combining and reorganizing
key concepts in a concise way is a challenging skill. Consider that jacktenofhearts and weakandsensitive are
fans of each other's work.
 
The sidebar says you're entitled to your feelings. That's true, so I'll let you sit back and consider why this post
triggered you so badly that you felt a need to write such a long response.

screechhater • 2 points • 13 August, 2016 11:30 AM 

Forget the OP. Place yourself in the position and go through the motions in your own mind. Play it out. Over
and over Sit down and write it out on a piece of paper and then burn it. Go through it so many times you
become callous to it.

MRP can be viewed as the one player game, but there is strength in numbers and the whole idea is to draw
from others and load your opinion, develop frame and OI with help. Staying strong and getting to the point
this scenario plays out in a main event or shit test with you, some will be e able to engage the readings of
others and perhaps fake it or do it for real with absolutely no emotion.

Honestly ? I have read a a re read the Blue Pill Professors story over and over since I found this site and told
myself, "No more ultimatums" and I would not allow us to get to the stage of FMorFY. I honestly read his
story maybe three hundred times. I also read CADs posts for days and read more of jacks and over60 more
than I care to remember. A post of mine got over60 to identify my anger. I chilled for a few days agreed
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went then went into a reset and what do you know ? I went into the Main Event. It was like I hit anger, she
was bitchy, but as soon as I decided to stop being angry, Bam - Main Event end the things she said would
have broken most guys, I literally just yawned. Almost like - pat the child worth the tantrum on the head and
time for bed. Course this is me.

You are gonna do you, right ?

[deleted] • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 03:30 PM 

Got your rage-monster in check and life got better. Amazing how that works……. Good progress.

screechhater • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 03:41 PM 

Amazing how that shit works .....

40mullet • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 09:31 AM 

This "no need for outside validation" and "you are alone in this world" is a concept that can be easily
misunderstood. Everybody function much better when he has outside validation. Imagine most alpha
masculine dude, this guy gets validated so much all the time. Respect from guys, IOI from random girls all
the time. He may not NEED it like average Nice Guy, but he sure feels much better when interacting with
other people. Humans are herd animals, being alone and getting all self esteem from own thinking, it may
work, but there is easier ways. Depression is treated with more social life very successfully. So my point is
most actions people do can some way viewed like needing validation, but having good mood and posting
question in internet is just what it is, having conversation in 2016.
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